As all Canadians are aware, Canada is celebrating its 150th anniversary this year. In that time, Toronto has become one of the most multi-culturally diverse cities in the world with more than 140 languages being spoken. And now, we can add risk management to that list. Why not spend some time in the most populous city in Canada this fall? Toronto is proud to invite and host the risk management community to the 2017 RIMS Canada Conference on September 24-27.

This year's theme of “Community” reflects how our risk management industry is both interrelated and interdependent upon each other for our success, and how we can all benefit from the strength in our differences. The host committee has been hard at work putting together an educational lineup that is both economically focused and diverse in its approach, much like the city of Toronto, our nation’s largest city and business capital.

The plenary sessions include a world-renowned diversity expert, a catastrophic risk management expert and an economic panel. The concurrent sessions cover a wide-range of topics such as doing business in the global economy, ERM, career development strategies, risk finance, and cyber and technology risks.

Kicking off the conference will be Sunday night’s “Community Celebration” at Steam Whistle Brewery, located in the historic Round House—once the very center of our Community. Our goal is to have our entire risk management community together under one roof. The evening will be all about comfortable jeans, great local cuisine and toasting friends old and new. Enjoy BBQ and cocktails while you listen to music by our very special guest, multiple Juno Award Winner Colin James. Close out the evening’s entertainment with Shugga, Toronto’s best cover band.

The Conference will take place at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre, located in the heart of downtown. Toronto’s core is truly breathtaking; the iconic skyline is only just the beginning. The stunning Harbourfront provides a crisp contrast to the sprawling architecture—with some of the avant-garde buildings designed by Toronto’s Frank Gehry. A shopping trip that begins on a luxurious tree-lined street can end up in the world’s largest underground shopping complex, spanning for kilometres. Truly, the beauty lies in the differences. Plus, traveling throughout the city is easy thanks to many transportation options. We invite you to stay a few extra days and see why Toronto is ranked as one of the world’s most livable cities.

We look forward to seeing you in Toronto and have you join our “Community.” Head to www.rimscanadaconference.ca for session information and to register.
Liability Waivers and the Limitation of Risk

by Bruno De Vita

Waivers are an important tool for businesses and government organizations to effectively delineate and limit the scope of their risk when entering into contracts with others. An organization that uses a well-drafted waiver is often able to avoid litigation or, if litigation has commenced, apply to have claims dismissed summarily, thus saving the time and expense of defending a claim on its merits.

Generally speaking, courts are concerned with two essential issues when interpreting and applying waivers. The first is whether the waiver is worded with sufficient particularity so as to cover the accident that occurred. Second, the court must be satisfied that the releasor is bound by the terms of the waiver, given the particular circumstances of the case.

The jurisprudence in this area states that a party seeking to rely on a waiver to limit its exposure to liability should ensure that the language of the agreement covers a broad range of eventualities. It is good practice to include in the waiver a general statement of the inherent risks of the activity in question in order to give context to the contract and clarify the nature and extent of the risk that the releasor (the signatory) has agreed to assume.

Relievers must be given a reasonable opportunity to familiarize themselves with the waiver before signing it. If, given this opportunity, the releasor still chooses not to read the waiver before signing it, the courts will likely find that the waiver is enforceable (assuming the language of the waiver is sufficiently clear). Further, if the party who presented the release can demonstrate that the releaser had a reasonable opportunity to make himself or herself aware of the contents of the waiver, a court will generally not accept the argument that the releaser did not read or understand the terms of the waiver. Moreover, even if the releasor chooses not to read the waiver and has no knowledge of its contents, the releasor may still be enforceable if the releasor can satisfy the court that it took all reasonable steps to draw to the attention of the releasor the terms of the waiver.

Evidence of reasonable steps include the general practices of the releasee, including a claim for the releasee’s own negligence. If the waiver includes a claim for the releasee’s own negligence. If the waiver includes the right to sue. By signing this document you will waive your right to sue. Including the right to sue. Please read carefully!

Well-drafted waivers require releasors to place their initials next to these words. This serves to refute any argument subsequently raised by signatories that they did not appreciate the importance of what they were signing. Even if the waiver is drafted in unambiguous terms, the releasor may still not be bound by it. In a leading case on the law of waivers, the court found that, in general, persons are bound by the terms of a waiver that they have signed except where the releasor can demonstrate that 1) the waiver was signed “in circumstances which made it not his/her act”; 2) the waiver was induced by fraud or misrepresentation; or 3) in the circumstances, a reasonable person would have known that the releasor did not intend to agree to the waiver and that the releasor failed to take reasonable steps to bring the contents of the waiver to the releasor’s attention. Most of the waiver jurisprudence focuses on the third exception to the rule.

Relievers must be given a reasonable opportunity to familiarize themselves with the waiver before signing it. If, given this opportunity, the releasor still chooses not to read the waiver before signing it, the courts will likely find that the waiver is enforceable (assuming the language of the waiver is sufficiently clear). Further, if the party who presented the release can demonstrate that the releaser had a reasonable opportunity to make himself or herself aware of the contents of the waiver, a court will generally not accept the argument that the releasor did not read or understand the terms of the waiver. Moreover, even if the releasor chooses not to read the waiver and has no knowledge of its contents, the releasor may still be enforceable if the releasor can satisfy the court that it took all reasonable steps to draw to the attention of the releasor the terms of the waiver.

Evidence of reasonable steps include the general practices of the releasor, including a claim for the releasor’s own negligence. If the waiver is in any way ambiguous it will be interpreted strictly against the party who drafted it (i.e., the organization seeking to rely on it). Accordingly, waivers should be written in very clear terms using plain language and prefaced by a clearly visible heading that sets out the nature and purpose of the document. Specifically, the waiver should include words that clearly explain its legal import. Many of the waivers upheld by the courts begin with the following language set out boldly at the top of the document:

- Release of Liability, Waiver of Claims, Assumption of Risks and Indemnity Agreement
- By Signing This Document You Will Wave Certain Legal Rights, Including the Right to Sue.
- PLEASE READ CAREFULLY!

Well-drafted waivers require releasors to place their initials next to these words. This serves to refute any argument subsequently raised by signatories that they did not appreciate the importance of what they were signing. Even if the waiver is drafted in unambiguous terms, the releasor may still not be bound by it. In a leading case on the law of waivers, the court found that, in general, persons are bound by the terms of a waiver that

releasor, preferably supported by manuals and policies, which set out the procedures invariably used when presenting patrons with the waiver form for signature.

The waiver form itself is often scrutinized by the court in assessing whether the import of the document has been adequately brought to the releasor’s attention. Effective waivers include appropriate use of larger font, bolded and/or capitalized letters, and coloured highlights in order to draw attention to the legal significance of the waiver and all of its implications to the signatory.

For organizations involved in programs or events that entail a certain level of inherent risk, a waiver program is one way to effectively control exposure to liability. A release may also serve as a statement of the risks inherent in an event or activity, thus helping to “weed out” as participants those who are not prepared to assume the risk. Further, the waiver may serve to reduce a participant’s expectation of recovery, which in turn may tend to reduce the incidence of frivolous or unmeritorious claims. While the waiver defence will not always be successful, the use of waivers should be part of every risk management program.
TOTAL COST OF RISK DECLINES

For the third consecutive year, businesses saw a decline in their total cost of risk, according to the 2017 RIMS Benchmark Survey. The survey, produced in collaboration with Advisen, analyzed data from more than 20,000 insurance policies.

Last year, the average total cost of risk—defined as the cost of insurance, plus the cost of the losses retained and the administrative costs of the risk management department—fell to $10.07 per $1,000 of revenue, a 5% decrease from 2015. Total cost of risk previously dropped 1% in 2014 and 2% in 2015. The reduction was largely driven by declines across most insurance lines and continued insurance policy limits are adequate. In addition, 39% of risk managers indicated that their existing business interruption policies provide either insufficient or no coverage for cyber risk and 10% were unsure whether the policy covered cyber risk.

“With a world of emerging risks keeping business leaders up at night, risk professionals must prepare their organizations for the very real possibility that their business might suddenly come to a screeching halt,” said RIMS CEO Mary Roth. “The exchange of knowledge and best practices makes it easier for risk professionals to ensure that appropriate measures are taken before, during and after an interruption occurs.”

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES PRESENT AN OPPORTUNITY FOR RISK MANAGERS

Risk professionals have an opportunity to close the gap when it comes to understanding and managing rapidly advancing disruptive technology risks, according to a new report published jointly by Marsh and RIMS. In order to do this, risk managers will be increasingly required to play a leading role in how their organizations address complex challenges and opportunities in this environment.

The 14th annual Excellence in Risk Management report found an apparent lack of awareness among risk professionals about existing and emerging technologies, including telematics, sensors, the Internet of Things (IoT), smart buildings, and robotics, and their associated risks. For example, when presented with 13 common disruptive technologies, 24% of the respondents to the survey said their organizations did not currently use or plan to use any of them.

This is surprising, the report notes, considering other studies have found more than 90% of companies either using or evaluating IoT technology. This is surprising, the report notes, considering other studies have found more than 90% of companies either using or evaluating IoT technology.

The report also found that despite the impact disruptive technology can have on an organization’s business strategy, model, and risk profile, 60% of respondents said they do not conduct risk assessments around disruptive technologies. This lack of clarity presents an opportunity for risk professionals. “As organizations adapt to innovative technologies, risk professionals have the opportunity to lead the way in developing risk management capabilities and bring insights to bear on business strategy decisions,” said Carol Fox, vice president of strategic initiatives for RIMS and co-author of the report. “As a first step, risk professionals are advised to proactively educate themselves about disruptive technologies, including what is already in use at their organizations, what technologies may be on the horizon, and the respective risks and rewards of using such technology.”

Glen Frederick Inducted into the Risk Management Hall of Fame

Throughout Glen Frederick’s nearly 30-year career in risk management, he demonstrated an immeasurable and selfless commitment to giving back to the profession that he loved.

As an integral member of a senior management team within the Government of British Columbia, Glen helped to establish a benchmark for risk management programs across all British Columbia agencies. He also provided risk management expertise to the Vancouver Organizing Committee and the International Olympic Committee (IOC). The Vancouver Games were the first to utilize an ERM strategy. As a result of the success of this initiative, the IOC now requires all future Olympic Games to implement an ERM strategy with similar methodology.

Glen also contributed to the advancement of risk management education. He was an instructor for the Canadian Risk Management designation courses for more than 20 years at Simon Fraser University and Algonquin College. His involvement with RIMS spanned 25 years. He served on the boards of the Manitoba, Canadian Capital Region and British Columbia Chapters for almost all of his years as a RIMS member. He was very active with the RIMS Canada Council over a nine-year period, providing strong leadership in his role as chair, as well as other executive positions. Glen was also a member and chair of the RIMS Nominating Committee.

Sadly, Glen passed away in 2013, just two years after winning the RIMS Canada Council Award for his work with the RIMS Canada Council. Despite his passing, Glen is remembered for his contributions to the risk management profession and for his dedication to giving back to the profession that he loved.
QRIMA CELEBRATES 60TH ANNIVERSARY

Despite a blizzard a day before, the Montreal insurance community came together on March 15 to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Quebec Risk & Insurance Management Association (QRIMA).

It obviously would have taken more than 40 cm of snow to stop the Quebec members from attending this special evening. Even our honorary president, Montreal Mayor Denis Coderre, who had been on the radio as early as 5:30am, made it to the celebration. Also in attendance were our guests of honor: Mary Roth, CEO of RIMS, Ron Lips, chair of the RIMS Canada Council and risk manager at PCL Constructors, and Steve Pottle, RIMS delegate for Canada, RIMS Board member and director or risk management at York University.

The event was held at a revitalised church, originally built in 1861 as a place to meet, celebrate and find support, not only commemorated this special anniversary but also 60 years of QRIMA’s presence in Canada. Officially founded in 1957 by risk management pioneer and visionary John G. Harper, QRIMA was the first chapter of RIMS to be established outside of the United States and the first, and still only, bilingual one.

QRIMA was therefore doubly proud to celebrate its 60 years, but also to be at the origin of a unifying idea that has helped risk management interests have been served by the RIMS Canada Council since 1995. Surely, in 1957, the first members of the Quebec RIMS chapter (then known as the Montreal Insurance Buyers Association) did not expect that its volunteers would contribute significantly to the evolution of our profession in Quebec, Canada and now in Europe, as QRIMA is a founding member of Club Francorisk.

In 60 years, the Quebec chapter has had 68 presidents. Two served as RIMS presidents (Dan Sullivan in 1975, then risk manager at Northern Electric and Marc Darby, then risk manager at Bombardier, who was president of RIMS in 1983), four are recipients of the Don Stuart Award (Marc Darby, Ben Eisenstat, Janice McGraw and Michel Turcotte), and an industry award was named after one of our former president: the Fred H. Boissonn Award.

Once Canada’s largest RIMS chapter, having grown from five members in 1957, to 58 in 1966, and to 130 in 2017, QRIMA is more active and committed than ever and for the occasion, the chapter donated a portion of the proceeds from the event to Children’s Wish to help bring happiness in a child’s life.

THE MCGANNON FOUNDATION VISITS QUEBEC CITY

The Mcgannon Foundation, which supports risk management education in Canada, visited Université Laval on March 30 to participate in a joint activity planned by QRIMA and the University. The day included an afternoon “Risk Manager Role Simulation” for the students and Risk/Insurance Quebec City Community followed by a conference and cocktail attended by both the Montreal and Quebec City RIMS community. The Foundation also presented scholarship to two students and Risk / Insurance Quebec City community and an afternoon “Risk Manager Role Simulation” for the guests of honor: Mary Roth, CEO of RIMS Canada Council and risk manager at PCL Constructors, and Steve Pottle, RIMS delegate for Canada, RIMS Board member and director or risk management at York University.

The day was divided into three parts: day one: the Montreal event, day two: the Quebec City event, and day three: the House of Commons event.

SUBCOMMITTEE UPDATE:
National Conference Committee

This year’s RCC sub-committee meeting saw a significant change in format and meeting deliverables. For the last four years the National Conference Committee (NCC) has been working to reduce the volunteer effort required to host the RIMS Canada Conference and increase the consistency of the conference experience for delegates and suppliers.

A new approach to conference management was finalized in January 2016. After a few missteps, the NCC developed a change management plan to help chapters understand the changes to the host committee’s roles when hosting a conference. This plan is now being implemented. The first significant step of the plan was to have the conference host city also host the subcommittee meetings.

In 2010, the NCC began the process with a two-hour meeting between the new national Conference Committee (NCC) and the Host Conference Committee (HCC). The third step of the change management plan began May 2 through what they have done so far has been a roller coaster ride, with many thanks to all who have contributed their thoughts, time and efforts towards making this substantial improvement a reality.

Steve Matterson is the director of risk and insurance at British Columbia Ferry Services Inc. and the chair of the National Conference Committee.

1. A review of the conference purpose, high-level roles and responsibilities of the event planner (RIMS), the NCC, and the Host Conference Committee (HCC).
2. Presentations by RIMS on the services that they will be providing to stage the conference and who the key contacts are for each service.
3. Breakout sessions for the Program committee and the Administration committee members. Bill Baker and Cyndi Ruff led the 2018 Program committee through what they have in store for the next 18 months at a detailed level, while Len Cheryk, Sue Mepham and RIMS walked the rest of the volunteers through the details of what will be expected of them for the next 18 months.

The third step of the change management plan began May 2 with a two-hour meeting between the NCC and the RIMS Board to provide a high-level review of the new approach. A similar meeting was scheduled with the Canadian Capital Chapter and the Saskatchewan Chapter.

This conference process change, started by April Saschuck what seems like many years ago, has now, thanks to the efforts of many, navigated the challenges of change in a volunteer organization. Thanks to all who have contributed their thoughts, time and efforts towards making this substantial improvement a reality.

Steve Matterson is the director of risk and insurance at British Columbia Ferry Services Inc. and the chair of the National Conference Committee.
A Message from RCC Chair Ren Lips

It is an honour to serve as this year’s RIMS Canada Council chair. I have been involved with RIMS since 2005 when I joined the Southern Alberta chapter as its webmaster and I haven’t looked back. The RIMS risk management community is a fantastic place to network, have risk topic discussions through the Opis forum, and learn leadership skills through different volunteer positions. The personal and professional growth from volunteering is priceless and the RIMS organization is greater because of its volunteers. I recommend getting involved at the chapter, national or international level of the organization and make a difference to RIMS, your organization, and yourself.

We started the year with the RCC Winter Planning Meeting in Toronto. We worked in roundtable groups on strategies for the RCC, our subcommittees, and our chapters and the meetings were very productive. The local Ontario chapter joined us for a portion of Day 1 to give us an overview of the RIMS Canada Conference that will be in Toronto September 24-27. Registration is open, so come join us for education and networking.

The Winter Planning Meeting was followed by subcommittee meetings in St. John’s. The Host Chapter Committee joined us for a day of information sharing on conference planning and I have it on good authority that a few people were “screeched in” as honourary Newfoundlanders. The subcommittees worked very hard and I’m looking forward to seeing the results at the end of the year.

One of our Canadian RIMS chapters celebrates its 60th anniversary this year. The Québec chapter is the oldest Canadian chapter and the first international chapter of RIMS. The board organized a gala at a church in Montréal in March and the venue was breathtaking. Mayor Denis Coderre was the guest of honour and other notable guests included past chapter presidents, RIMS CEO Mary Roth and RIMS Board of Directors member Steve Pottle. The gala was held the day after a significant snowfall that closed a provincial highway and during dinner the mayor enlightened us with his account of the events, amidst jokes about the Toronto Maple Leafs, of course. Stories like his confirm that risk is everywhere and needs to be managed. The next chapter to celebrate a milestone anniversary is the Saskatchewan chapter with 35 years. Congratulations to both chapters on their achievements.

As risk managers, we influence the people around us and the more we know and learn, the better our companies become. One of those places where risk managers go to learn and network is the annual RIMS conference, which returned to Philadelphia this year. Philadelphia has been at the forefront of many insurance advancements such as the establishment of the first mutual fire company in 1752, the Philadelphia Contributionship for the Insurance of Houses from Loss by Fire. A few years later, in 1759, Benjamin Franklin set up the first life insurance company, the Presbyterian Ministers’ Fund, in Philadelphia. This year, it was also the site of the annual Spencer-RIMS Risk Management Challenge and for the first time a team of Canadian students made it to the Final Eight. BCIT students Makayla Robertson, Arshi Bassi, Nicole Howard and Van Dang had an experience of a lifetime. Although two of the four will be graduating, the remaining students have vowed to come back stronger next year. Great job and good luck in 2018. The future of risk management is in great hands and to help support our students, the RCC made a donation to the McGannon Foundation at Canada Night during the conference.

To close, I will use the motto of current RIMS President Nowell Seaman from the Saskatchewan chapter—Forward Together. It is important to remember that together we are stronger than we are alone and the Community theme for the RIMS Canada Conference reinforces this idea. With that, I look forward to seeing you all in Toronto in September!

Rieneke (Ren) Lips, CPA, CMA, CIP